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This paper presents a chaotification method based on nonlinear time-delay feedback con-
trol for a two-dimensional vibration isolation floating raft system (VIFRS). An analytical
function of nonlinear time-delay feedback control is derived. This approach can theoreti-
cally provide a systematic design of chaotification for nonlinear VIFRS and completely
avoid blind and inefficient numerical search on the basis of trials and errors. Numerical
simulations show that with a proper setting of control parameters the method holds the
favorable aspects including the capability of chaotifying across a large range of parametric
domain, the advantage of using small control and the flexibility of designing control feed-
back forms. The effects on chaotification performance are discussed in association with the
configuration of the control parameters.
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1. Introduction

Over the last two decades, the utilization of chaos has
been greatly interested among researchers across various
disciplinary fields, including encryption and communica-
tion [1,2], liquid mixing [3] and brain science [4], etc. In
the applications, the methods of purposefully generating
chaos (so called chaotification) have been rather inten-
sively investigated [5–8] where complexities and distor-
tedness become a favorable characteristic. It is known
that a common route from order to chaos is via a period-
doubling bifurcation cascade, intermittent chaos and so
on. In this regard, chaos only occurs in some confined
range of parameters. When conditions change, such as
excitation amplitude or frequency changed for an oscilla-
tor, a chaotic state may disappear. To get rid of the con-
straints of limited parametric domains and make use of
chaos unconditionally, active control methodology tends
to be the leading techniques of chaotification.
2012 Published by Elsevier

ail.com (D. Xu).
Recently, an important application of chaotification is of
making use of chaos to improve the concealment capability
of underwater vehicles [5–8]. Line spectra are the signals
which depict the energy intensity of vibration noise dis-
tributed across a frequency domain. Spectral lines, used
to characterize the level of noise emitted from the mechan-
ical vibration of underwater vehicles, are regarded as
harmful features for acoustic stealth performance and con-
sidered to be suppressed to avoid the major hazards [5].
With this motivation, an innovative idea has been put for-
ward by utilizing chaotification technique to distort the
features and restrain the intensity of line spectra.

Lou et al. [5] reported that the power spectrum of a cha-
otic state may present a continuous spectrum and the
intensity of line spectrum could be decreased through a
chaotification process for a nonlinear VIS. Yu et al. [6] used
the idea of generalized chaos synchronization for line spec-
tra reduction where designated chaotic signals from a Duf-
fing system were implemented to drive and chaotify a
nonlinear VIS, although the persistence of chaotification
is not guaranteed since this method is sensitive to param-
eters settings. In a similar way, Wen et al. [9] employed a
modified projective synchronization for chaotification
Ltd. All rights reserved.
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where the Duffing system as the master system to drive a
nonlinear VIS (response system) chaotic via a coupling
control. However, it requires a large control and is seem-
ingly impractical for applications.

In recent years, a different strategy by using time-delay
feedback control has been introduced to chaotification
with rigid mathematical proofs [10–13]. For a stable linear
time-invariant and discrete-time system, Wang and Chen
[10] designed a nonlinear feedback controller based on a
modulo function of system states. Chaotification could be
realized by controlling the largest Lyapunov exponent po-
sitive meanwhile keeping system states uniformly
bounded. Aligning with this concept, Konishi [14,15] pro-
posed a control method to chaotify a damped linear har-
monic oscillator with or without impulses. The key step
of this method was to discretize a continuous-time system
into a discrete-time system within each driving period, and
the controller was designed according to Wang and Chen’s
method [10]. It is known that an appropriate time-delay
can extend a simple dynamic system into high dimensional
one, making chaotification of the time-delay system read-
ily achievable. For time-delay feedback control in continu-
ous-time systems, Wang et al. [11,12] studied a simple
time-delay feedback controller with small amplitude to
drive a system from non-chaotic to chaotic when the sys-
tem has an exponentially stable equilibrium point. Xu
and Chung [16] also pointed out that the time-delay feed-
back control can be designed as a switch for the choice of
system behaviors, namely chaotic or non-chaotic motions.

With the focus on the enhancement of the concealment
capability of underwater vehicles using chaotification of
time-delay feedbacks, Zhou et al. [17] present a technique
of chaotification of single degree of freedom (DOF) nonlin-
ear VIS based on the optimal time-delay feedback. The
function form of time-delay feedback controller is specified
as a simple linear function optimized according to a perfor-
mance index designated from the spectrum constitution.
Very recently, a novel spectrum optimization method
was developed for chaotification of a two-DOF linear sys-
tem via time-delay feedback control [18], where the
time-delay controller is a simple nonlinear function. In
Li’s report [19], the stability of a two-DOF VIFRS with
time-delay feedback control was investigated systemati-
cally, in which a set of critical conditions of time-delay
control are derived for the possibility of system chaotifica-
tion with a simple linear function. The skeleton of the sta-
bility regime [19] provides a theoretical guideline for the
chaotifying design of system parameters and control set-
tings. However, chaotification of VIFRS seems more likely
associated with the criteria but not necessarily occurs. It
is desirable to develop a systematic approach in the design
of time-delay feedback control that ensures the incidence
of chaotification in two-dimensional VIFRS effectively
across a large range of parametric domain.

In this paper, we shall introduce a method of using non-
linear time-delay feedback control to chaotify a two-
dimensional VIFRS. Different from the previous work
[17,19], this approach promises the occurrence of chaotif-
ication in terms of Li & Yorke criteria [11,13]. By deriving
an analytical solution of time-delay feedback control func-
tion, it provides a theoretical approach for systematic de-
sign and completely avoids blind and tedious numerical
search on the basis of trials and errors. In this way, the de-
sign of chaotification becomes a standard procedure with-
out uncertainty. Numerical simulations show that the
method holds the favorable aspects including the availabil-
ity of chaotification across a large range of parametric do-
main, the ability to use small control gain and the
flexibility of designing control forms.

This paper is organized as follow. Section 2 presents the
mathematical model of VIFRS and the dimensionless mo-
tion equations of system after transformation. In Section
3, an analytical nonlinear time-delay feedback control
function is derived with related differential-geometry con-
trol theory in detail. In Section 4, numerical simulations
demonstrate and verify the validity of analytical function
of time-delay feedback control for system chaotification.
At the same time, the effect of the parameters variation
of time-delay feedback control function for chaos-based
VIS is under investigation through bifurcation analysis. In
Section 5, discussion and conclusion are given.
2. Mathematical model of VIFRS

The nonlinear VIFRS can be regarded as a two-DOF
mass-spring system, [6] as shown in Fig. 1. M1 and M2 de-
note the isolated equipment and the floating raft, respec-
tively. M1 is supported by a linear damper and a
nonlinear spring which possesses quadric and cubic non-
linearity. M2 is supported by a linear damper and a linear
spring which are connected with a fixed ground base.
There is an actuator installed between M1 and M2, which
is utilized to implement time-delay feedback control for
chaotification.

When the origins of coordinates are set at the position
where the springs are not compressed, as shown in
Fig. 1(a), the equations of the two-DOF nonlinear spring-
mass system can be formulated as follows:

M1
€X1 þ C1ð _X1 � _X2Þ þ K1ðX1 � X2Þ � U1ðX1 � X2Þ2

þ U2ðX1 � X2Þ3 ¼ F0 cos XT þM1g

M2
€X2 þ C2

_X2 þ K2X2 ¼ C1ð _X1 � _X2Þ þ K1ðX1 � X2Þ

� U1ðX1 � X2Þ2 þ U2ðX1 � X2Þ3 þM2g

ð1Þ

where C1 is the damping coefficient of the nonlinear vibra-
tion isolator; K1, U1 and U2 are the linear, quadric and cubic
stiffness coefficients of the nonlinear vibration isolator,
respectively. The relation between force and displacement
for the nonlinear spring is f = K1d � U1d

2 + U2d
3. C2 is the

damping coefficient of the damper between the floating
raft and fixed ground; K2 is the stiffness coefficient of the
linear spring; F0 and X are the amplitude and frequency
of the harmonic excitation, respectively.

Note that the origins are not the equilibrium points of
this system in Fig. 1(a). After loading the equipment onto
the floating raft, i.e. these springs are compressed; the
whole system reaches to its equilibrium state as shown
in Fig. 1(b). Setting the origins of the new coordinates at
the equilibrium state, the relations between the old and
new coordinates are:



Fig. 1. VIFRS with (a) the origins of the coordinates located at the uncompressed positions and (b) the origins located at the equilibrium positions.
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X1 ¼ Z1 þ h1; X2 ¼ Z2 þ h2 ð2Þ

In the equilibrium state, the gravitation terms in Eq. (1) can
be eliminated by the following relations:

K1H � U1H2 þ U2H3 ¼ M1g

K2h2 ¼ M1g þM2g
ð3Þ

where H = h1 � h2.
After the coordinate transformation, the governing

equations with time-delay feedback control are given by

M1
€Z1 ¼ �C1ð _Z1 � _Z2Þ � ðK1 � 2U1H þ 3U2H2ÞðZ1 � Z2Þ

þ ðU1 � 3U2HÞðZ1 � Z2Þ2

� U2ðZ1 � Z2Þ3 þ F0 cos XT þ KtZðT � TdÞ
M2

€Z2 ¼ �C2
_Z2 � K2Z2 þ C1ð _Z1 � _Z2Þ

þ ðK1 � 2U1H þ 3U2H2ÞðZ1 � Z2Þ
� ðU1 � 3U2HÞðZ1 � Z2Þ2 þ U2ðZ1 � Z2Þ3

� KtZðT � TdÞ
ð4Þ

where Kt is the feedback gain and Td P 0 is the time-delay
of the feedback control.

Introducing dimensionless parameters
x1 ¼
Z1

B
; x2 ¼

Z2

B
; X0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
M1

K1 � 2U1H þ 3U2H2

s
;

B ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K1 � 2U1H þ 3U2H2

U2

s
; t ¼ T

X0
; s ¼ Td

X0

h0 ¼ XX0; l ¼ M1

M2
; d1 ¼

C1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
M1ðK1 � 2U1H þ 3U2H2Þ

q ;

d2 ¼
C2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

M1ðK1 � 2U1H þ 3U2H2Þ
q

n1 ¼
BðU1 � 3U2HÞ

K1 � 2U1H þ 3U2H2 ; f 0 ¼
F0

BðK1 � 2U1H þ 3U2H2Þ
;

k2 ¼
K2

K1 � 2U1H þ 3U2H2 ; kt ¼
Kt

K1 � 2U1H þ 3U2H2 ð5Þ

and substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4), the first-order form of
the dimensionless motion equations are given by

_x1 ¼ y1

_y1 ¼ �d1ðy1 � y2Þ � ðx1 � x2Þ þ n1ðx1 � x2Þ2 � ðx1 � x2Þ3

þ f0 cos h0t þ ktxðt � sÞ
_x2 ¼ y2

_y2 ¼ �ld2y2 � lk2x2 þ ld1ðy1 � y2Þ þ lðx1 � x2Þ

� ln1ðx1 � x2Þ2 þ lðx1 � x2Þ3 � lktxðt � sÞ ð6Þ
3. Derivation of time-delay feedback control function

In this section, an analytical function of time-delay
feedback control will be derived from nonlinear control
theory. We intend to present the standard procedure about
how to design a time-delay controller for chaotifying the
nonlinear VIFRS (6).

We start from fundamentals. According to the
Poincaré–Bendixson theorem [20], a necessary condition
for an n-dimensional continuous vector field to be chaotic
is n P 3. It is known that a system with time-delay feed-
back is of inherently infinite dimension, making compli-
cated dynamics possible even in a very simple first-order
system [21,22] Wang and Chen [11,12] were the first to
illustrate that a simple time-delay feedback control could
lead to chaotification in a stable linear system. Zhou et al.
[13] provided a rigorous mathematical proof for this chao-
tification method. Based on the theory of nonlinear control,
a stable nonlinear system can be exactly linearized if the
relative degree of the system is exactly equal to the order
of the system. The availability of the linearization implies
that the above time-delay feedback control method for
chaotification of linear systems can be employed here to
design the controller for chaotification of nonlinear
dynamic systems. This is the key idea to obtain an analyt-
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ical solution of the controller if we can ensure that the lin-
earization transformation holds for the two-dimensional
nonlinear VIFRS.

The significance of this work is to offer a standard pro-
cedure for the design of controller that guarantees the
occurrence of chaotification in nonlinear dynamic systems
without uncertainty. In the previous works [17,19] related
to VIFRS, the control forms were often arbitrarily assigned.
Note that blindly assigned control forms may not be neces-
sarily suitable for a variety of nonlinear VIFRS. It may give
rise to unsatisfactory results, such as chaotification may be
uncertain or may require a large control input, etc. Based
on Poincaré–Bendixson theorem [20] and the works
[11,12], we are able to obtain an analytical form of a non-
linear time-delay feedback control function for VIFRS. It al-
lows us to design chaos controller for general prototype of
VIFRS with great flexibility.

Based on the structure of the floating raft system, we
employ x as the control parameters with applying a
time-delay feedback perturbation on x. Denote x ¼
x1 y1 x2 y2½ �T . Among these, x1 and x2 is the displace-

ment of the upper-mass and lower-mass of the system,
respectively. y1 and y2 is the velocity of the upper-mass
and lower-mass, respectively. h(x) is the output function
of the system, and dx(t) is the control function that we
want to design. The controlled system is similar to an
affine system, which is the most common and impor-
tant type of nonlinear systems in engineering, and
expressed as

_x ¼ f ðxÞ þ gðxÞdxðtÞ
y ¼ hðxÞ

ð7Þ

where
f ðxÞ ¼

y1

�d1ðy1 � y2Þ � ðx1 � x2Þ þ n1ðx1 � x2Þ2 � ðx1 � x2Þ3 þ f0 cos h0t

y2

�ld2y2 � lk2x2 þ ld1ðy1 � y2Þ þ lðx1 � x2Þ � ln1ðx1 � x2Þ2 þ lðx1 � x2Þ3

2
66664

3
77775; gðxÞ ¼

0
1
0
�l

2
6664

3
7775
For obtaining the function of h(x) and further using it to
design the control function of dx(t), we introduce the fol-
lowing Lemma based on the nonlinear control theory.
Lemma 1 [23]. Control system is feedback linearizable on a
neighborhood D of a point x⁄ if and only if

(i) rank gðxÞ adf gðxÞ � � � adn�1
f gðxÞ

h i
¼ n; x 2 D.

(ii) spanfgðxÞ; adf gðxÞ; . . . ; adn�2
f gðxÞg is involutive on D,

in the sense that the Lie bracket of any pair of vector
fields belonging to D, is also a vector field in D.

In this case, the output y = h(x) is a solution of the partial
differential equations
@hðxÞ
@x
½ gðxÞ adf gðxÞ � � � adn�2

f gðxÞ � ¼ 0 ð8Þ

Before examining the linearizability of the system (6) in
this study, we set the dimensionless feedback control gain
kt, time-delay s and feedback frequency r as the design
parameters of the controller. For the convenience in later
derivation, we fix the system’s parameters, which are not
considered as design variables, as follows:

d1 ¼ d2 ¼ 0:2; l ¼ 2; k2 ¼ 2; n1 ¼ 1;
h0 ¼ 3:93; f 0 ¼ 0:5

Note that the system possesses three equilibrium points

when kt = 0, namely, Að0;0;0;0Þ; B n1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2

1�4
q� �

=2;0;0;0
� �

and C n1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2

1�4
q� �

=2;0;0;0
� �

. Considering a practical

nonlinear VIS, equilibrium points B and C are not viable be-
cause the relation between load and displacement is a
monotone function and the curve of stiffness of the nonlin-
ear spring has no chance to intersect the displacement axis
more than two times. Free vibration of nonlinear VIS (6)
will only attenuate to the equilibrium point A. The uncon-
trolled system is linearized at the equilibrium point
A(0,0,0,0). Based on the stability criterion of linear systems,
the state A(0,0,0,0) could be judged as a global exponential
stable equilibrium point. This is the prerequisite condition
of Lemma 1 we used.

In the theory of nonlinear control systems, the concept
of vector fields, Lie derivative and Lie bracket is as basic
and important as the concept of function and derivative
function in mathematical analysis. Next, we will derive
the analytical control function of floating raft system based
on Lemma 1.
Based on the definition of Lie derivative and bracket, we
can get adf gðxÞ; ad2

f gðxÞ; ad3
f gðxÞ, respectively

adf g ¼
@g
@x

f � @f
@x

g ¼

�1

0:6

2

�2

2
66664

3
77775

ad2
f g ¼ @ðadf gÞ

@x
f � @f

@x
ðadf gÞ

¼

�0:6
6ðx1 � x2Þ � 9ðx1 � x2Þ2 � 2:48

2
�12ðx1 � x2Þ þ 18ðx1 � x2Þ2 þ 12:16

2
664

3
775
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ad3
f g ¼

@ ad2
f g

� �
@x

f � @f
@x

ad2
f g

� �

¼

�6ðx1 � x2Þ þ 9ðx1 � x2Þ2 þ 2:48
y1ð6� 18x1 þ 18x2Þ þ y2ð�6þ 18x1 � 18x2Þ
þ8:8ðx1 � x2Þ � 13:2ðx1 � x2Þ2 � 5:528

12ðx1 � x2Þ � 18ðx1 � x2Þ2 � 12:16
y1ð�12þ 36x1 � 36x2Þ þ y2ð12� 36x1 þ 36x2Þ
�22:4ðx1 � x2Þ þ 33:6ðx1 � x2Þ2 þ 23:92

2
66666664

3
77777775

Introducing the parameter a = x1 � x2, we can get
g adf g ad2
f g ad3

f g
h i

¼

0 �1 �0:6 �6ðx1 � x2Þ þ9ðx1 � x2Þ2 þ 2:48

1 0:6 6ðx1 � x2Þ �9ðx1 � x2Þ2 � 2:48 y1ð6� 18x1 þ 18x2Þ þ y2ð�6þ18x1 �18x2Þ þ8:8ðx1 � x2Þ �13:2ðx1 � x2Þ2 �5:528

0 2 2 12ðx1 � x2Þ �18ðx1 � x2Þ2 �12:16

�2 �2 �12ðx1 � x2Þ þ18ðx1 � x2Þ2 þ 12:16 y1ð�12þ36x1 �36x2Þ þ y2ð12� 36x1 þ 36x2Þ �22:4ðx1 � x2Þ þ 33:6ðx1 � x2Þ2 þ23:92

2
66664

3
77775

¼

1 0:6 6a� 9a2 �2:48 y1ð6�18aÞ þ y2ð�6þ18aÞ þ8:8a�13:2a2 �5:528
�2 �2 �12aþ18a2 þ12:16 y1ð�12þ 36aÞ þ y2ð12�36aÞ � 22:4aþ33:6a2 þ 23:92
0 �1 �0:6 �6aþ9a2 þ 2:48
0 2 2 12a�18a2 �12:16

2
6664

3
7775
After simplification of elementary row transformation,
the rank of the matrix can be determined as 4, which is

rank g adf g ad2
f g ad3

f g
h i

¼ 4

Next, we will judge the second condition of Lemma 1.
Based on the definition of vector fields and Lie bracket,
we can get the following expressions:

D ¼ span g adf g ad2
f g

n o

¼ span

0
1
0
�2

2
664

3
775;
�1
0:6
2
�2

2
664

3
775;

�0:6
6a� 9a2 � 2:48

2
�12aþ 18a2 þ 12:16

2
664

3
775

8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>;

g ad2
f g

h i
¼
@ ad2

f g
� �
@x

g � @g
@x

ad2
f g ¼

0
0
0
0

2
6664
3
7775

adf g ad2
f g

h i
¼
@ ad2

f g
� �
@x

adf g �
@ðadf gÞ
@x

ad2
f g

¼

0
�18þ 54a

0
36� 108a

2
664

3
775

g adf g ad2
f g adf g; ad2

f g
h ih i

¼

0 �1 �0:6 0
1 0:6 6a� 9a2 � 2:48 �18þ 54a
0 2 2 0
�2 �2 �12aþ 18a2 þ 12:16 36� 108a

2
664

3
775

After simplification of elementary row transformation,
the rank of the matrix can be determined as 3, which is
rank g adf g ad2
f g adf g; ad2

f g
h ih i

¼ 3

So, the linear subspace D ¼ span g adf g ad2
f g

n o
is also

involutive on D. The control system has relative degree of
4 at x⁄.

Based on Lemma 1, we can get the following output
equations of y(t):

@hðxÞ
@x

gðxÞ ¼ @hðxÞ
@y1

� 2
@hðxÞ
@y2

¼ 0 ð9Þ
@hðxÞ
@x

adf gðxÞ ¼ �
@hðxÞ
@x1

þ 0:6
@hðxÞ
@y1

þ 2
@hðxÞ
@x2

� 2
@hðxÞ
@y2

¼ 0

ð10Þ

@hðxÞ
@x

ad2
f gðxÞ ¼�0:6

@hðxÞ
@x1

þð6a�9a2�2:48Þ@hðxÞ
@y1

þ2
@hðxÞ
@x2

þð�12aþ18a2þ12:16Þ@hðxÞ
@y2

¼ 0

ð11Þ

The above Eqs. (9)–(11) have multiple solutions. One of the
solutions of above equations is given by

y ¼ hðxÞ ¼ �20x1 � 9:6x2 þ 2y1 þ y2 ð12Þ

Referring to Wang et al. [11,12] if dx(t) is a continuous
function of time-delay and the associated difference equa-
tion is a bounded chaotic map, it is reasonable to expect
that the output y(t) of the time-delay equation is chaotic.
The nonlinear functional form for dx(t) is not unique. We
may choose different bounded functional forms, such as
function of sawtooth, sine, cosine, modulo etc. One simple
choice is:

dxðtÞ ¼ wðyðt � sÞÞ ¼ e sinðryðt � sÞÞ ð13Þ

Therefore, we may take

dxðtÞ ¼ kt sin½rð�20x1ðt � sÞ � 9:6x2ðt � sÞ
þ 2 _x1ðt � sÞ þ _x2ðt � sÞÞ� ð14Þ

as the control function that depends on displacements and
velocities.

4. Dynamic analysis of vibration isolation systems

In this section, numerical simulations will be carried
out to verify the effectiveness of the analytical function
of time-delay feedback control for chaotifying VIFRS. In
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the course of bifurcation analysis, we examine the incident
and the persistence of chaotification across a parametric
domain aligning with the variation of control parameters.
The effects on chaotification due to the variation of the
three control parameters (kt,s,r) provide clues about
how to set the controller parameters to improve the qual-
ity of chaotification.

4.1. Effect of the variation of the feedback control gain kt

We are interested in the level of the control gain kt that
activates chaotic behaviors in the VIFRS since it is associ-
ated with the control energy required for chaotification.
Assume that the system is under an external excitation of
f = 0.5cos3.93t. In numerical investigation, the dimension-
less feedback control gain kt is varied within the interval of
(�0.2,0.2). We consider two cases of the control parame-
ters, Case I: (r = 10, s = 1) and Case II: (r = 50, s = 20) for
the comparison of the effects on chaotification. The global
bifurcation diagram of the state variable x2 versus kt for
Case I (r = 10, s = 1) is depicted in Fig. 2(a) and an ampli-
fied view of the bifurcation cascade around kt = 0 is shown
in Fig. 2(b). Similarly, The global bifurcation diagram for
Case II: (r = 50, s = 20) is depicted in Fig. 2(c) and an ampli-
fied view is plotted in Fig. 2(d).

Fig. 2(a) shows the global bifurcation for Case I where
the cloudy dots correspond to chaotic and quasi-periodic
Fig. 2. Global bifurcation diagram versus feedback control gain kt depicted with a
view of Case I, (c) for Case II of (r = 50, s = 20), (d) the amplified view of Case II
motions, and line dots near the origin are associated with
simple periodic motions. In order to view the bifurcation
process clearly, Fig. 2(b) depicts a closer view particularly
for the interval of �0.02 6 kt 6 0.04 with a higher resolu-
tion. Obviously, there is another periodic region corre-
sponding to higher-order harmonic motions in the
interval of 0.03 6 kt 6 0.036. We note that there are critical
values for kt = �0.018 where a burst of quasi-periodic mo-
tions occurs and for kt = 0.0023 where a Hopf bifurcation
arises. With the increase of kt, chaotic and quasi-periodic
motions intermittently appear in Case I as shown in the
first row of Fig. 3, indicating that chaotification occurs spo-
radically across the whole parametric domain.

Fig. 2(c) shows the global bifurcation for Case II where
the cloudy dots correspond to chaotic motions. Examining
the amplified view of Case II in Fig. 2(d), we can see that
the critical values for chaotification is jktj � 0.0022. When
j ktj > 0.0022, chaotification is available across the whole
parametric domain without interrupt of other motions. To
compare the dissimilarity between Case I and Case II, we
plot Fig. 3 where the figures in the first row show the differ-
ent types of motions appeared in Case I, and the figures in
the second row show the motions of Case II along with
the change of control gain kt. Case I shows a chaotic motion
at kt = �0.04, a quasi-periodic motion at kt = �0.019, a sim-
ple periodic motion at kt = 0.002, a quasi-periodic motion at
kt = 0.01 and chaotic motion at kt = 0.04. However, Case II
n increment step of 0.001; (a) for Case I of (r = 10, s = 1), (b) the amplified
.



Fig. 3. Phase portrait and Poincaré section versus varying kt for Case I (the 1st row) and for Case II (the 2nd row).
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(the portraits in the second row of Fig. 3) shows the all mo-
tions are chaotic expect at kt = 0.002 which falls within the
critical value of jktj = 0.0022.

For the both cases, it indicates the common feature that
as kt is large enough, chaotic motion can be expected. What
different is that chaotification in Case II can be realized
continuously available across the parametric domain of kt

because of using large values of control parameters (s,r).
Note that the use of large values of control parameters
(s,r) reduces the critical control gain as shown in Fig. 2.
Regarding the effect of control parameters (s,r) will be dis-
cussed later. It implies that chaotification could be widely
feasible if an appropriate setting of (s,r) can be found. In
fact, it can be easily realized by applying the optimal strat-
egy [18].

It reveals an important fact that the utilization of the
nonlinear controller (14) enables us to use tiny feedback
gain to achieve chaotification, greatly superior over the lin-
ear control of the method [19]. From Fig. 2(d), the mini-
mum feedback gain that provokes chaos is the value of
jktjP 0.0022. In the same system configuration, the linear
time-delay feedback control [19] strictly requires that the
minimum feedback gain must be greater than jktj = 0.1344
for chaotification. The significant difference in the require-
ment of the minimum control gain makes the present
method much attractive over the previous method [19].
Fig. 4. Maximum amplitude of line spectra versus control gain kt wit
From the constitution of the nonlinear control form (14),
the feedback gain kt represents the amplitude of control in-
put since the delayed control function is bounded with a
sinusoidal function. The advantage of allowing the use of
small control energy is particularly desirable in practical
applications.

We further note that the proposed method not only ex-
tends the feasibility of chaotification to the lower end of
control gain, but also improves the quality of chaotification
[17,18]. Let us review the global bifurcation in Fig. 2(a). The
vibration amplitude generally increases as the control gain
increases, and generally follows a proportional relation-
ship, while Case II is similar as shown in Fig. 2(c). Accom-
panying with an increase of vibration amplitude, the
intensity of the line spectrum of the system response in-
creases as well, surely harmful to the concealment capabil-
ity of underwater vehicles. The accessibility of using small
gain implies that the resultant chaos can be retained at
much smaller level in terms of amplitude than that of the
linear control method [19]. This important feature can be
more clearly illustrated in Fig. 4 where the maximum
amplitude of line spectra is plotted against to the variation
of the control gain.

Fig. 4 shows that the spectrum amplitude generally re-
mains at low levels when the control gain keeps small for
Case II of (r = 50, s = 20). In Fig. 4(a) within the interval of
hin the interval of (a) �0.2 6 kt 6 �0.002; (b) 0.002 6 kt 6 0.2.
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� 0.14 < kt < �0.002, the amplitude of line spectra is kept
below 0.007; the similar case happens within the interval
of 0.002 < kt < 0.05 in Fig. 4(b). As the absolute value of
control gain increases along with the negative or positive
directions, the magnitude of spectra generally moves up,
but in a fashion of rapid fluctuations. The fact that the lar-
ger control more likely causes the larger amplitude of spec-
tra on contrary unveils that tiny control leads to low
intensity of spectra. In Fig. 4(a) and (b) there exists a flat-
tened region where the amplitude of spectra remains small
and stable with small control gains. By checking with Case
II in Fig. 3, we know that most underlying dynamics in the
flattened region correspond to chaotic states. It indicates
that chaotification in this parametric region makes the
intensity of line spectra insensitive to the variation of small
control gains. This feature allows small control easily
applicable.

We conclude that the presented method enables us to
use much smaller controls for chaotification in comparison
with others [17–19]. This advantage also leads to a signif-
icant improvement in the quality of chaotification where
chaotic spectra appear to be in low intensity. The insensi-
tivity in the flattened region provides a flexible operating
condition that makes chaotification be easy and robust
via small controls.

4.2. Effect of the variation of the control time-delay s

The purpose here is to examine how the time-delay s
affects the system behaviors. We are particularly inter-
ested in if chaotification is widely available in parametric
domain of time-delay, and how the time-delay affects the
quality of chaotification. The system configuration remains
the same as above but the parameters of the controller (14)
are set as kt = 0.01, r = 50; and s is varied within the inter-
val of (0,50). The global bifurcation diagram of the state
variable x2 versus s is depicted in Fig. 5(a) for 0 < s 6 50
and an amplified view of the bifurcation cascade for
0 < s 6 15 is shown in Fig. 5(b).

Fig. 5(a) depicts a bifurcation diagram to illustrate the
behaviors of the floating raft system, where the cloudy dots
indicate chaotic states along with the variation of the time-
Fig. 5. Global bifurcation diagram versus s within th
delay s. It can be seen that chaotic state appears widely
and continuously in the parametric domain of the time-de-
lay as it tends to large value. Roughly the chaotification can
be easily realized as the time-delay is set to s P 20. Our
numerical tests for other parametric configurations of con-
trol parameters also show that chaotification can be easily
generated by setting large value of time-delay. As for smal-
ler time-delay, however, the complexity of dynamaics in-
creases as shown in Fig. 5(b). There appear some single
dot line and multiple dot lines in the bifurcation diagram,
indicating the apprearance of simple periodic motion and
super-harmonic motions, particularly in the parametric
domain of 0 < s < 3. Nevertheless, chaotic state still appears
widely scattering within the parametric domain of
3 6 s 6 15. We remark that the bifurcation diagram may
change as the control parameter configuration changes
but in general, it can be seen that the chaotic state widely
exists in the parametric domain of 0 < s 6 50 as kt = 0.01.
We note that under the same system configuration at this
level of feedback gain, kt = 0.01, the linear time-delay feed-
back control [19] cannot perform chaotification in what-
ever time-delay is employed.

We further comment that chaotification becomes less
sensitive to the setting of time-delay as nonlinear feedback
control gain increases. When lifting up the gain from
kt = 0.01 to kt = 0.1, chaotic state exists throughout the
whole parametric domain and appears insensitive to the
time-delay s as shown in Fig. 6. It is known that in a
real-time control there always is the inherent delay of
mechanical and control operations due to data processing,
and the characteristic of insensitivity is very useful in the
compensation with inaccuracy of time-delay control.

We finally remark that chaotification is less sensitive to
time-delay as the control gain reaches to a certain level,
but the quality of chaotification is highly related to the set-
ting of time-delay. The so-called quality is particularly de-
fined as the amplitude of line spectra of chaotic motions. In
the spectrum analysis, we observe that the magnitude of
line spectra is sensitively associated with the choice of
time-delay. Fig. 7 shows an example where the maximum
amplitude of line spectra is depicted against time-delay.
The fluctuation of the maximum spectrum implies that
e interval of (a) 0 < s 6 50 and (b) 0 < s 6 15.



Fig. 7. Maximum spectra of chaotification versus s.

Fig. 6. Global bifurcation diagram versus s when kt = 0.1.
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the control parameter of time-delay has to be carefully de-
signed, in order to obtain desirable broad-band line spectra
at a low level of intensity during a chaotification process.
Therefore, the optimization techniques [17,18] is still rec-
ommended for the refinement of the chaotification quality
in VIFRS, although the availability of using small controls
Fig. 8. Global bifurcation diagram versus feedback f
inherited from the present method can greatly reduce the
spectrum intensity of chaotification.
4.3. Effect of the variation of the feedback frequency r

We now study how the feedback frequency r affects the
system behaviors through bifurcation analysis. The system
configuration remains the same as above but the parame-
ters of the controller (14) are set as kt = 0.01, s = 20; and r
is varied within the interval of (0,60). The global bifurca-
tion diagram of the state variable x2 versus s is depicted
in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8(a) shows the global bifurcation at a low level of
control gain kt = 0.01 when the feedback frequency r varies
across a wide range of 0 < r 6 60. The cloud dots corre-
spond to chaotic and quasi-periodic motions, and line dots
are associated with periodic motions. The first burst of the
chaotic response is allocated in the interval of
0.675 < r < 2.875, and sequential bursts of chaos appear
intermittently in between periodic motions. An obvious
trend of the bursts is that the amplitude of chaotic states
exponentially reduces as the feedback frequency r in-
creases. Note that chaotic states intermittently occur
depending on the setting of r and the amplitude of chaotic
state remains relatively small at the level of the small gain
applied. In other words, the state of system response is
sensitive to the system parameter of feedback frequency
when feedback control gain is set at the small value for
chaotification.

Fig. 8(b) shows the global bifurcation as the control gain
is greatly increased to kt = 0.1 (it is still considered to be
small in the comparison with the case in report [19]).
The occurrence of chaotification persists widely in the
whole parametric domain of feedback frequency. We note
that the increased feedback control gain kt extends the
parametric domain of chaos. It clearly shows that the var-
iation of the feedback frequency becomes insensitive to
chaotification if the control gain is set at an appropriate le-
vel. The amplitude of the system response exponentially
reduces as the feedback frequency increases. In compari-
son with the case shown in Fig. 8(a), the magnitude of re-
sponse increases accordingly as the control gain increases,
requency r when (a) kt = 0.01 and (b) kt = 0.1.



Fig. 9. Maximum spectra versus feedback frequency r at kt = 0.01.
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but not exactly follows a proportional relationship. Similar
to the previous discussion on the effect of time-delay, as
the applied feedback gain is larger, chaotification becomes
less sensitive to the variation of the control frequency set-
ting. This characteristic is similar to the feature for chaoti-
fying a two-DOF linear system [18] and the feature
mentioned in the papers [11,12].

In what follows, we shall see if the variation of the con-
trol frequency is sensitive to the quality of chaotification at
the level of control gain kt = 0.01. Fig. 9 shows that the
magnitude of the spectra drops sharply at the beginning
stage of the variation, then declines gently and sequen-
tially keeps spectra at a steady level as the feedback fre-
quency increases. Within the interval of 9 6 r 6 60, the
amplitude of line spectra is remained below 0.0075. It indi-
cates that there exists a wide flattened region within
which the line spectrum is insensitive to the variation of
large feedback frequency. It leads to a conclusion that the
use of large feedback frequency enables us to achieve chao-
tification much easily without significant change of spec-
trum amplitudes when an appropriate level of control
gain is applied.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a new method based on
nonlinear feedback time-delay control theory to the re-
search area of line spectrum reduction [5–9,17–19]. This
approach can theoretically provide a systematic design of
chaotification for VIFRS and completely avoid blind and
inefficient numerical search on the basis of trials and
errors. The analytical solution of nonlinear time-delay
feedback control was derived for a demonstration of
implementations of this method. Numerical simulations
verified the feasibility and the effectiveness of the nonlin-
ear time-delay feedback control method. The most terrific
feature we found through this study is the availability of
using tiny control for chaotification. This advantage not
only reduces the control input by at least ten times in com-
parison with the previous methods [17–19] but also signif-
icantly improve the quality of chaotification in terms of
reducing the intensity of line spectra. This method also
extends the accessibility of chaotification to a wider para-
metric domain. These factors render the method greatly
favorable and attractive to applications.

Through the bifurcation analysis of the control parame-
ters of the control gain, time-delay and feedback fre-
quency, we further draw the following conclusions
related to the settings of control parameters. The feedback
control gain is the key factor for the design of chaotifica-
tion. In general, when the control gain exceeds a threshold
in couple with a proper setting of control parameters (s,r),
chaotification is available across the whole parametric do-
main without interrupt of other motions. There exists a
parametric domain of small control gains, within which
the quality of chaotification is insensitive to the change
of control gain. When the control gain is small, chaotifica-
tion occasionally appears sensitively dependent on the
parameter settings of time-delay and feedback frequency.
If setting the control gain above a certain level, chaotifica-
tion constantly persists across a large parametric domain
of time-delay and feedback frequency. In this circum-
stance, time-delay is insensitive to the occurrence of chao-
tification but sensitive to the performing quality of
chaotification. In this regard, the optimization techniques
[17,18] are still useful to determine the optimal time-delay
for further improvement.
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